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Although this has been a great year for Silliman,
it was not the same for the staffers of tWS. The
staffers worked hard despite being understaffed
and having several resignations. Despite that, we
managed to deliver what we were meant to deliver
with persistence and hard work with the cost of good
sleep and even schoolwork time.
The magazine is not only accomplished by my
own efforts, but by the collective efforts of the people
involved in this magazine. Without the expertise of
the editors in their respective fields, as well as the
wisdom of our adviser, this magazine wouldn’t be
made a reality. From the expertise of the content
editor in overseeing what content must be in the
magazine, to the expertise of the creative layout
and photo editors, we have made this magazine a
worthwhile read. Not to mention the efforts and
hardwork of our writers, as well as the contributions
of our fellow Sillimanians who were willing enough
to share their pieces for the reader’s enjoyment.
Lastly, I would like to thank Ma’am Sonia Sygaco

Adviser: Ms. Celia E. Acedo
Writers:
Robert Christian B. Aguilar, Nathan Angelo B. Cruz, Francis Ryan B. Pabiania, Ivy Marie F. Salaum,
Jean Aldemer S. Salgados, Shareen Anjali B. Warad

for the time and wisdom she gave us as our literary
consultant.
The making of this magazine wasn’t all that easy;
even me taking on the workload brought about the
making of the magazine isn’t easy, especially that I
am also juggling this with my engineering studies.
What has drawn me to take on the job was my love
for tWS, as well as, the trust of the very person who
entrusted me with this position. If it wasn’t for her,
I wouldn’t have the opportunity to lead a group of
talented people.
Before the school year ends, we leave you with
stories that came from your fellow Sillimanians,
stories that could be an inspiration or stories that
people can relate to.

tWS is grateful to have served you all this year
and with the release of our year-ender magazine, we
finally bid this school year goodbye. Now is the time
for you to wander and get lost in the stories we have
in store for you.

HERVEY ANGELO F. AVENIDO
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HIS HAS BEEN A GREAT YEAR
for Silliman, one could even
call it the Renaissance age of
the university. New stories and
achievements that show the
new growth of the university
has expanded its diversity and openness
to new ideas. From the stories about Zero
Waste Policy being practiced university-wide,
to stories of victory of international students
taking the top spots such as Miss Silliman
and SG presidency — all these stories are
compiled here, the Weekly Sillimanian’s
supplementary magazine “The Sillimanian”.

Contributors:
Deogracia William A. Bemida, Lawra Iskra Vargas Eco, Miel Hontucan, Tiara Jaya Y. Jabutay,
Aprille Roselle Vince R. Juanillo, Farida Iris R. Lagusad, Eba Marie, Jameela Antoniette I. Mendoza,
Albertha Lachmi Obut, Renz Torres, Sonia Sygaco, Junelie Anthony Velonta, Joel M. Villenueva,
John Rey Villareal, 7139
Photographers:
Natha Le Louise B. Bureros, Adrian S. Limbaga
Illustrators:
Jhara Amistoso, Paul Anthony Cataylo, Isabel Marchelle Flordeliz, Shiegella Rae Gealon, Karen J A. Gumapac,
Kent Aldrich Kho, Manta Cristina Macabali, King Benedict Maraño, Ravner Paquibo, Ric Silot, Alex Villarino

A

bout the cover

This year’s cover is an international freshman student from Ghana, Lealah
Morton. Since the theme of The Sillimanian is renaissance, Lealah is the suitable
individual to represent it because it’s a fresh start for her to find her interests in
a culture that is different from her country and to do whatever she can to make
herself better.
This photo was taken at Dr. Romeo P. Ariniego Art Gallery which is also
featured in this magazine. This was chosen as the venue of the photo shoot due
to the fact that this edifice was just inaugurated in 2017 and interior features
were still a mystery to many.
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oherent with the 5C’s of Silliman University
education, (a multiple venue of learning in the
university- classroom, church, community,
cultural facilities and courts), Silliman aims to
design a balanced living environment for high
academic achievers. The Rolando Villanueva Del Carmen Honor
Hall is an internationalized campus housing feature that offers
supportive residential services to students who intentionally
focus on scholastic endeavors.
The Honors Hall enhances the scholarship program of the
university by providing a conducive setting for coursework and
intellectual pursuits that promote leadership and community
service, undergraduate research opportunities and interfaith
activities that make up the whole person education nurtured by
the university.
The Honors Hall is different from SU’s traditional dorms.
This dormitory is not a retreat from the student’s intellectual
life instead it integrates the academic life through exploration
of intellectual topics from the classroom and beyond. The
dormers live by the principles of learning from each other and
enriching their intellectual lives by living with students having
similar goals and aspirations.

Facilities
The Honors Hall has a ground
floor with wide open spaces serving
as a common area for dining, group
studies and other school-related
activities and functions. It also houses
the living quarters of a live-in mentor/
dorm adviser while the second floor
is divided into 14 double occupancy
rooms with two common toilets and
baths. Each floor can be accessed by
stairs located at the end of each wing.
Each room features two beds, two
study tables and two closets dedicated
to two honor students. The rooms are
air-conditioned and with unlimited
internet access.

PrivilegedBeyond
Measure
written by: Edna Lhou P. Masicampo
photos: Dave Diane O. Ludoc
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awkward person most of the time yet he can be a great friend who

Hannah Ricci Ferrater

is always willing to listen.

A Cebuana who was undecided where to study for senior high school.
When she saw the scholarship offerings in Silliman she
immediately applied, hoping that she will be accepted. To her,
being a scholar is way different from people of her age whose
education are fully supported by their parents. Knowing that the
only thing that sustains her education is maintaining her grades
and fulfilling certain conditions made her realize that everything
that she’s doing has a great impact to her future.
A beautiful day for her is having a vacation with her loved ones.
Her favorite place in the Honor Hall is her room, because it is the
place where she can pour out her frustrations, disappointments,
happiness, and achievements even before she lets everyone see
it.

Kersty Elizabeth Alipan
Kersty is someone who is grateful for and contented with all the
blessings she has received from God.
She sees herself as a person who is so dedicated in her career.
She is currently enrolled as a nursing student and is a member of
the Silliman University Red Cross Youth. She symbolizes herself
as a tree: when the wind is strong, her leaves might fall but her
roots remain intact in the soil; when the sun is scorching hot,
she does not immediately wither or lose the faith within her; her
leaves might turn brown but with the presence of God’s light,
she’s able to regain her primary color.
She loves writing, editing videos/short films, listening to
songs and watching series/vlogs/video clips.

Waya Sinna N. Pajunar
Silliman University was Waya’s dream school but it was never an
option because her parents are financially incapable to support her.
When she was one of the chosen few, she felt proud because
all the hard work and sacrifices she did really paid off. To her,
being a scholar is way different from being an ordinary student.
As a scholar, you need to take a lot of responsibility, harness
your full potential, prove that you deserve your place and always
stay humble. Ten years from now, she envisions herself as a
successful engineer living in her dream house together with her

Riaza Maye Taburaza
The youngest among the others
Raiza is 17 years old, a Grade 12 student under the Science and
Technology Engineering Agriculture and Mathematics strand. A
friend introduced Silliman University to her, but she was passive
about it due to her financial circumstance. The RVDC scholarship
helped her become more responsible and independent. Her
favorite spot in the Honor Hall is the dining area because it’s the
place where they can all get together and talk. She wants everyone
to know that she loves Jesus and she cries a lot but she would
never give up.

whole family.

The Pioneers
From 129 applicants, only four freshmen college students
and three senior high school students qualified for the prestigious
Rolando Villanueva Del Carmen (RVDC) scholarship. These seven
scholars are also the first residents of the RDVC Honor Hall, which
opened last August of 2018.
Let’s get to know these RVDC scholars and learn the stories
behind their excellence.

Daniel Charles C. Llenos
A Medical Technology student from the town of Sta. Catalina
Daniel’s initial plan was to study in the University of the
Philippines-Dilliman. However, due to financial concerns, he was
not able to push through even though he passed the exam. So, when
he received news that he was one of the RDVC scholars, he had
no reaction. He was literally speechless. In fact, his grandparents
were the ones who cried when they learned about him getting the
scholarship grant. For him, being a scholar is his banner: a symbol
of hope, a torch that will show other people that they too can succeed
and chase for their dreams.

8
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Ma. Jaya A. Ariola
Jaya still feels positively overwhelmed sometimes even though she has
been in the Honor Hall for months already.
The scholarship is her priority, because she owes it to the
people who believed that she would attend college as a scholar, and
graduate as one. She lives by the principle of less wanting, more
creating. She is a highly motivated person and her drive led her to
various extracurricular activities such as the Weekly Sillimanian,
the Psychology Society, Association of Young Environmental
Journalists, and Cuernos de Negros Mountaineers Club Inc. Aside
from that, she has been a vegetarian since she was six years old and
she is from Bacolod City.

All of these students are enjoying the full board and lodging scholarship as well as the free tuition fee
in the university. They are under the supervision of their Living and Learning Adviser Chereisle G.
Pyponco who is a full time clinical instructor at the College of Nursing in Silliman.
The scholars are all thankful to Dr. Rolando Villanueva Del Carmen
and they all aim to do their best and be an example of
generosity, love and service someday.

Carlwin Love L. Dagdag
Given his economic standing, Carlwin never dreamt of attending
tertiary education in a private institution.
Coming from Surigao City, he had no idea about the RVDC
Scholarship. He just saw a streamer within the school gate about the
ongoing scholarship application on the last day of the application
period. He rushed to Oriental Hall and inquired for the requirements
of the scholarship. Luckily, they allowed him to take the exam and to
just send his lacking documents via courier once he arrived home.
The thing that people should know about him is that he is a socially

features | Privileged Beyond Measure
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W

hen I entered the halls
of Silliman University,
I was prepared to go
through a culture
shock. The lifestyle
I’ve been accustomed to in my home
province of Bohol had to adjust to the
entirely different social situation here
in Silliman and Dumaguete. The one
thing that really piqued my interest was
the fact that Sillimanians have a greater
appreciation for the arts as far as my
experience back home suggests. Silliman
has its very own home for the arts which
takes its name from a well-known U.S.
cardiologist and Sillimanian, Dr. Romeo P.

Ariniego Art Gallery.
Since its inauguration back in 2017,
Ariniego Art Gallery has been the host of
many exhibits such as the much-awaited
Horace X. To be honest, I didn’t really
know that Horace X existed until my P.E
classmate Lawra Eco, who is a Fine Arts
student, told me about joining an open
mic event during the week-long Horace X.
So, I took to social media to know
more about the events happening during
that week, not just the open mic event that
took place on February 13th. As alluring
and interesting the whole thing was, my
personal schedule could only allow three
visits to the art gallery — the open mic
being one of the three. The painful fact
was that I couldn’t appreciate art enough
to give it justice; merely looking at art
and thinking if it is good or bad is the

10
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At

Art-ternity's
Gate

only thing I can do since I had trouble
understanding especially those that looked
complex. Walking towards the lights of
the art gallery, the first thing that caught
my attention was the line of newspaper
flowers that were placed at the doorway.
As I walked through the entrance the
vibe felt oddly different. It was as if I was
transported into another place. I would
then see my classmate Lawra as she looked
at the works like she and her college mates
had done over the past few weeks.
I could notice a certain wanting in the
way she looks at the exhibits. Lawra told
me that if it were up to her, she would’ve
done a lot more for the exhibits. Her
willingness to bring me up to speed on the
different and diverse art exhibits made her
affinity for the arts apparent in my eyes.
The Fine Arts students were proud

written by: Jean Aldemer S. Salgados
photos: Dave Diane O. Ludoc

and unrelenting to make their skateboard
canvas something for the viewers to
behold. It showcased how they had
captured the motion of a skateboarder
along the road between the Luce and
the Library. I especially liked this exhibit
above all the others because one could see
nuances of the sketches on the canvas in
this collaborated art exhibit. I asked Lawra
about the seemingly incomplete images
— noting that they were uncolored —
but she told me that they were purposely
uncolored. This is another symptom of

my underappreciation for art; I see an
artwork’s beauty only when it’s colored.
Horace X would be capped with a
sound performance and a drag show — the
latter being the most interesting portion all
week. The purpose of the art gallery was to
foster awareness of all kinds of art. I was
pretty ignorant of the idea of drag queens
and shows and always waved it off my
thoughts because I thought it would be
irrelevant in my Silliman journey — but I
have never been so wrong. Drag is a form
of artistic expressions for gay individuals
by way of putting on colorful and exciting

clothing and makeup. Some people, like
my past self, tend to shy away from the
idea of drag shows because they might see
it as unnatural or weird. But if you truly see
through the colorful getup, you can only
see persons who are not afraid to express
who they are with the world. That, for me,
speaks volumes about the strength they
possess as individuals.
The intricacy of an artwork can only
be decoded by the one who made it, or
by people who attempt to do so. From the
cryptic audio exhibits to the interesting
features | At Art-ternity's Gate
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layers of hands, art’s multiple forms are truly
one for all the senses. And being creative and
artistic beings with varying capacities for art
appreciation, we seek out alluring qualities of
things we have yet to experience. We simply
need other people to share our perspectives
with. In my case, I truly appreciate the fact
that I was in the presence of Lawra -- a person
who knows a lot about the arts, a person who
can spark the curious and art-appreciating
side of everyone. It is with confidence that the
Ariniego Art Gallery will thrive and flourish
with her and the virtuosic students of Silliman
University’s Fine Arts Department, and the
exhibits of Horace X show it well.
As Lawra Iskra Eco, BFA I, puts it:

”

I

nternational Students'
Year of Triumph

written by: Francis Ryan B. Pabiania | photos: Dave Diane O. Ludoc

I

n its 117 years of existence, Silliman University (SU) has been
known for its diversity. This year, some 300 international students
from 50 countries around the world are enrolled at the University.

School year 2018-2019 marks a historic event for the international
students as they have won the titles of Ms. Silliman and Mr. Hibalag and the
SU Student Government presidency.

HERE’S A GLIMPSE OF WHO THEY ARE:

The art doesn’t end at the
gallery, not even at the
school, the city, the world, or
even the universe. It stops
when you stop…”
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”

If I love what
I'm doing, I do it
with all my heart.
I give it my best
and hope that my
best is good enough
because quality
leaves a mark.”
OGHOGHO OVONLEN
The 72nd Miss Silliman
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T

he 21-year old Nigerian
beauty Oghogho Naomi
Ovonlen came to Silliman
to fulfill her dream of
becoming
a
medical
doctor. In the process, she made history.
She became the first woman to win both the
Miss Silliman International and the Miss
Silliman crowns.
A BS Psychology graduate representing
the SU Medical School, Naomi was
hailed as the 72nd Miss Silliman from
among ten ladies in the prestigious and
longest-running pageant in Asia. In the
competition, Naomi’s advocacy was rooted
on “Silent Screams,” encouraging victims
of abuse to speak up—to create awareness,
get assistance, improve education and draw
out love and respect from their significant
persons.
Before the pageant, Naomi had to learn
how to walk and dance on 6-inch high
heels; she had to learn how to sit and stand
gracefully. She also had to rehearse on the
possible questions and answers, and on

how to be confident and spontaneous on
stage. She knew all eyes would be set on
the candidates when they perform, so she
better make everything flow properly.
Naomi said she is forever grateful for
the honor and opportunity of being the
72nd Miss Silliman, especially that it gave
her the platform for her advocacy. Her
achievements made her realize that she
could attain what her heart desires as long
as she does everything with passion and,
most of all, with full trust in God.
"Every accomplishment, big or small,
is a reason for thanksgiving, celebration
and relaxation." She likes to do it this way
because for her, life is too short to be so
serious all the time.
What motivates her to do her best? It is
love of whatever she does and support from
the people close to her. "If I love what I'm
doing, I do it with all my heart. I give it my
best and hope that my best is good enough
because quality leaves a mark.”
Naomi observes that the Philippines
and Nigeria have a lot in common in culture

like in the fields of religion, family values
especially on respect for elders, the arts and
crafts, leisure and celebrations.
But there are also dissimilarities. As an
international student, she becomes aware
that cultural diversity brings beauty and
more knowledge into her life.
On the other hand, Ovonlen is affected
by the suffering of the poor. Considering
the states of health care in Nigeria and the
Philippines, she feels the pain of those
needing primary care badly but unable
to have access because of poverty. She
promises herself that once she becomes
a medical doctor, she will share her
blessings through serving the needy. Call it
philanthropy, but what she has in mind is to
be a “steward of the resources we possess.”
What makes Ovonlen going as a student
in a foreign land are the love and support
of her family and friends, and her strong
faith in God. These are the biggest sources
of inspiration and strength for the 2018 Ms.
Silliman.

features | International Students' Year of Triumph
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”

Cultural diversity is
seeing different beliefs
and ideas, people from
different countries
and the different
languages
they speak,
all in one
place.”
erik visser

Mr. Hibalag 2018
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F

or the 20-year-old Mr. Hibalag,
Filipino-Dutch national Erik
Lennart Visser, being shy
young was a concern prior to
his college days. He managed
to gain confidence when he joined and won
Mr. Hibalag pageant. He said he was glad of his
decision because he realized this would help
him greatly in his dealings with people around
him and in his future job as well.
Erik has planned things fairly well. He aims
to finish his studies here in SU. He has prepared
as to how he will finish this course—maybe
through advanced reading [ by reading ahead on
the ideals] on Psychology. After his BS degree, he
would proceed with another course at Airworks
Aviation Academy in Cebu City since he likes to
travel to see, experience and enjoy new things.
As a member of HI:SAW, Erik noticed that
although they come from diverse backgrounds,
still they are able to get along well with one
another and maintain friendships. For example,
when there are group meetings or parades,
diversity among the students are manifested
when they would contribute different ideas and
beliefs.
“Cultural diversity is seeing different beliefs
and ideas, people from different countries and
the different languages they speak, all in one
place.”
Comparing the Filipinos and the Dutch:
the Dutch are a straightforward people while
Filipinos are not comfortable with being
confrontational. The Dutch always greet
strangers they meet and Filipinos could still
smile amidst life problems and criticisms. For
all these varying cultural practices, there are
advantages and disadvantages. So it’s good to
pick out the better practices from other cultures
and apply them to one’s own.
Erik wishes to be a role model to younger
students. He wants to influence the younger
generation to become achievers and he wants to
inspire them through him.

features | International Students' Year of Triumph
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”

Just keep the fight going. Don’t give up.
Think outside the box always so that you can
be the best you can.”
DARYL ROBINSON
SUSG PRESIDENT (2018-2019)
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Robinson with Dr. Betty McCann and husband Dennis McCann

T

he 43-year old American
SUSG President Daryl
Robinson’s first choice of
a school was the Ateneo
de Manila University.
After some documentary imbroglio, his
feet took him to a new path, this time
leading to SU where he found comfort,
which made him think that he found a
better choice. He admires the University
for being an internationally competitive
educational institution that possesses the
unmatched Silliman Spirit which binds
tightly like a family all students, faculty,
administration and staff.
Robinson gives much weight to his
father’s advice and has committed himself
to realizing his father’s expectations.
All his life, his father Timothy is his
inspiration. His father propels him to
strive to excel scholastically.
In his presidency in the SUSG, Daryl,
the second international student to
hold this office, dreams of influencing
student officers to become problem

solvers for them to be able to do their
assigned functions. He desires that they be
empowered to handle their own problems
at their level.
In creating solutions, he encourages the
students not to limit their minds to obvious
remedies. In this world, “everything is
possible.” Everything has a solution.
They only have to be bold and daring in
creating fresh and innovative approaches.
“They must step out of the box and their
comfort zones.” They need to refocus their
perspectives, and try out somewhat out-ofthis-world solutions, using a lot of mind
exercises that enhance creativity.
Daryl spends his leisure time playing
basketball, working out in the gym or
sleeping. Playing makes his mind alert
and improves social relationship; going to
the gym makes his body fit and enhances
his endurance and stamina; and sleeping
eliminates stress and recharges his body.
He needs all these to be in good tone for his
studies and his functions at the SUSG.
As to his views about cultural diversity,

Daryl is not new to this subject as he has
been in the country for five years and has
mingled with different nationalities.
"Cultural diversity is being able to
accept or adapt. If you don’t bring in new
things and you don’t give new things, then
there wouldn’t be any type of balance,"
he said. On his part, he has absorbed
and embraced some cultural practices of
people around him in SU and Dumaguete
and this has helped him to live with them
peacefully.
He added that as an international
student, he has to respect the host country
and the other countries just like how he
wants others to respect his own country to
be able to live life to the fullest. For him,
the Philippines and the USA have the same
ideals, aspirations and preferences; they
just differ in technology and urbanization.
As a graduating student, Robinson’s
advice to the students is—“Just keep the
fight going. Don’t give up. Think outside
the box always so that you can be the best
you can."

features | International Students' Year of Triumph
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T

he Executives’ Eyes
for Success
written by: Shareen Anjali B. Warad
photos by: Dave Dianne O. Ludoc

Four individuals were just appointed this school year to occupy vacancies of Silliman University’s
administrative offices: the Vice President for Academic Affairs, Vice President for Finance and
Administration, Director of Strategic Partnerships and Director of Information and Publication.
Let’s get to know their achievements as well as their plans and vision for our dear old Silliman.

Earl Jude Cleope, PhD
Vice President for Academic Affairs

P

rof. Cleope is a graduate of
Bachelor in Secondary Education,
Major in Social Studies, Minor
in English, cum laude and Master of Arts
in History, from Silliman University. He
earned his Doctoral Degree in History
from the University of Santo Tomas (UST),
summa cum laude.
Cleope has worked in Silliman
University as the Director and OIC of the
Office of Instruction, Dean of the College of
Education, and Dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences. He was then appointed as
VPAA last June 17, 2018.
Cleope spearheaded the successful
reaccreditation of most programs and
supervised the transition from the old
college curricula to the new, which were
implemented June 2018, after the K to 12
program with senior high school. Last year
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was also the first time that the university
admitted freshmen to the new curricula for
all programs.
His
plans
are:
to
streamline
administrative processes, to make sure
that the mandates from CHED and the
accrediting bodies will be closely monitored
and followed, and to support the program
of our new University President, the People,
Programs, Partnerships.
Cleope’s vision is to maintain the status
of Silliman as an autonomous institution
under CHED and to increase the number
of centers of excellence and centers
of development. His plans and vision
combined include: maintaining the level 4
status of the level 4 accredited programs,
making sure that some of the programs with
lower accreditation will also be accredited.

Jenny L. Chiu, CPA, CIA,
MBA, PhD
Vice President for Finance and
Administration

D

r. Jenny Chiu holds a Doctor
of
Philosophy
degree
in
Social Science from Silliman
University, a Masters’ degree in Business
Administration from De La Salle University,
and two Bachelor of Science degrees in
Management and Accounting also from SU.
Chiu is a Certified Public Accountant (CPA)
and a Certified Internal Auditor (CIA).
He has undergone trainings under

SGV & Company, the Philippines’ largest
multidisciplinary professional services
firm, in partnership with Arthur Andersen
in auditing, controllership, operations
management, and at the Asian Institute
of Management (AIM) on Management
Development (with focus on controllership,
finance and industry analysis).
Before he joined SU in 2000, he
was engaged in various executive and
management positions in different
companies in the automotive industry
based in Manila. He handled auditing,
controllership,
branch
management
administration, distribution, sales, credit
and collections, marketing management
and government relations. When he came
to work at Silliman, his first job was as Chief
Audit Executive, until he was appointed as
the Dean of the School of Public Affairs and

Governance in the school year 2016-2017.
He assumed his position as VicePresident for Finance and Administration
on August 1, 2018. According to Chiu,
through the efforts of his finance team and
with guidance from the University president,
Silliman’s year-on-year performance (for
the month of January and in terms of profit/
surplus and loss) was better than that of last
year, despite the challenges arising from the
K to 12 transition and the economic risks
from the external macro-environment.
His plans for the school are to support
the three pillars introduced by President
Betty Cernol-McCann – the Programs,
People, and Partnerships – as the major
strategic thrusts that will make Silliman
University competitive in the education
industry in Asia and the rest of the world. He
said the University will also strengthen the
operations of auxiliaries that will benefit its
stakeholders. The Administration’s desire
is to provide the best services anchored on
the gospel of Jesus Christ--Via, Veritas, Vita.

Jenny Lind D. Elmaco,
Mag, EMGS, IMBA,PhD
Director, Office of Strategic Partnerships

D

r. Jenny Elmaco
studied at
Silliman from early childhood
until college. She graduated with
a Bachelor’s degree in Political Science,
magna cum laude.
She holds three master’s degrees
in Peace, Security, Development and
International Conflict Transformation
from the University of Innsbruck in Austria
and the University of Castellon in Spain;
in Global Studies from the University of
Leipzig in Germany and in the University of
Vienna; in Business Administration from
the EAE Business School in Madrid. Lastly,
her International Doctorate in Peace and
Development is from the Cathedra Onesco
de Philosophia Palapas in Spain
Elmaco used to work with Fundación
Seres in Madrid, which handles 140
multinational companies. She handled
a portfolio on Business and Human
Rights and Diversity and she was a visiting
professor at the Unibersidad Complutense
in Madrid.

After her appointment, Elmaco brought
the European commission H2020, the
biggest funding from the European Union,
to Silliman University. These are grounds
for research collaborations between Europe
and Asia. Also, Silliman University is now
holding the presidency of Association of
Christian Universities and Colleges in Asia
(ACUCA) and she is the secretary general of
ACUCA.
Elmaco’s plans to have more student
mobility services and faculty mobility
scholarships, like a faculty from Silliman
to learn from the International Christian
University in Japan, a member of the
alliance. She is also now talking with
universities in Taiwan for a possible
exchange student program.
Her vision is that while she is working
here, Silliman will be able to showcase
excellence in every aspect of partnership
and to set the tone for what Christian higher
education should be. She said connections,
linkages and partnerships are key for
Silliman to sustain its leadership now and
in the future.

Before being the new OIP director,
Quiamco was the dean of the Graduate
School of the Asian Institute of Journalism
and Communication in Manila for nine
years. She was an assistant professor in
both De La Salle University-Laguna and
UPLB. Quiamco also worked with the
International Rice Research Institute and
the Philippine Council for Agriculture in
research development.
She is a Communication and Publication
Consultant for the Philippine Council
for Agriculture, Aquatic and Natural
Resources Research and Development of
the Department of Science and Technology
(PCAARRD).
As a communication specialist, Quiamco
writes and edits news and feature stories
about agricultural research for various
publications.
Her plan as the new OIP Director is to
go “Asian” to market Silliman University
in Asia. She also plans to be closer and
much more approachable to the students,
organizations and colleges in the university
“My plan is to make it [OIP] efficient. I reach
out to the colleges and tell them if you can
tell us the basics of what is happening
[events], and we will write it out for you. So
far, they have been using it,” she said.

Madeline B. Quiamco, PhD
Director, Office of Information and
Publications

D

r. Madeline Quiamco is a graduate
of Bachelor of Journalism from
Silliman University, magna cum
laude. She earned her master’s degree and
doctorate degree from the University of
the Philippines Los Baños (UPLB), both in
Development Communication.

Being the OIP director, her vision as
what is stated in a plan she wrote: “To
strengthen and widen Silliman University’s
reach as an educational institution of
choice in the Philippines and the Asian
region by leveraging its intangible assets
and staying connected with its key publics
with appropriate messages.”
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E

xpanding SU's
Plethora of Opportunities

AQUA. Marine Biology
student embraces the
marine life at the Silliman
Marine Sanctuary.

written by: Ivy Marie F. Salaum
photos by: Marine Biology student; Natha Le Louise Bureros

Silliman University began to offer new courses this School Year 2018-2019, namely: Bachelor of Science (BS)
in Pharmacy, Bachelor of Music Major in Music Therapy, BS in Marine Biology, BS in Environmental Science,
and Master of Research in Tropical Biological Oceanography, the first such graduate program to be offered
in the Philippines.

M

MASTER OF RESEARCH IN TROPICAL BIOLOGICAL
OCEANOGRAPHY
of Research in Tropical
Calumpong also explained

aster
Biological Oceanography made
history as one of the master of
research programs being offered in the
Philippines for the first time through the
Transnational Education Program – a joint
program between CHED (Commission on
Higher Education) and the British Council.
According to an article by the Philippine
News Agency, the said program aims to
improve the country’s educational system
through the partnership with universities
in the United Kingdom (UK) and enable
local universities to become more globally
competitive by offering degrees that are
responsive to national issues.
Dr. Hilconida P. Calumpong, Director of

the Institute of Environmental and Marine
Sciences (IEMS), proudly stated that SU is
one of the ten leading universities in the
country that have been chosen to be part of
the program.
She also said SU was chosen among
other universities to have a partnership in
Marine Research with Newcastle University
in United Kingdom.
Calumpong said IEMS has chosen
a scholar for this program who will be
provided financial assistance by CHED. “We
have one student here. … He’s not a marine
biology graduate. (He is a) physics graduate
… so he’s (still) taking some courses …
before he goes to the UK.”

another
unique feature of the program, “This is
a double-degree program which means
when you enroll in this program, you
get two degrees.” Hence, aside from
Master of Research in Tropical Biological
Oceanography, the scholar will also get a
degree in Master of Research in Marine
Ecosystems and Governance after a year of
study in Newcastle University.
“There are no prescribed courses … It’s
all research,” she added. However, “They
have to finish four modules in Newcastle,”
which will prepare them in conducting
their proposal and research. The scholars
should submit one thesis for Newcastle and
another one for SU.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MARINE BIOLOGY AND
ENVIRONMENTAL to be difficult … I am happy that we have a
eanwhile, this is also the first
time that IEMS is offering
generation of people who are interested.
SCIENCES
M undergraduate programs.
Calumpong
said
they
have
recommended these to the SU after CHED
developed the program for undergraduate
in environmental science and marine
biology which was finished last year.
“There is a higher demand for these
courses with the better understanding
of marine science; that’s the reason why
Silliman offers it. Also, remember that we
are the leading university in the world for
marine because of Dr. Angel Alcala,” she
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noted.
This school year, BS in Marine Biology
has 11 pioneering students while BS in
Environmental Science has only one.
Despite the number of students, Dr.
Calumpong is pleased with how the
students respond to their courses. “We are
proud that we have scholars. I think that we
are getting good students,” she said and
even described her students as "cool".
“Although they are finding their courses

I am proud that we are one of the few
universities that are offering this course,”
she declared.
Calumpong is hopeful that in the
following years, more students will find
interest in enrolling in these undergraduate
courses because the environment is not
only the thrust of SU’s new administration
but also a major driver for our development
and there are already a lot of career paths for
these fields as well.
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BACHELOR OF MUSIC
IN MUSIC THERAPY

F

Some of the first batch
enrolled in BS Pharmacy

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHARMACY

A

fter positive results from its
feasibility study and approval by the
SU administration, BS in Pharmacy
now opens as an addition to SU’s list of
medical and health sciences programs.
According to Asst. Prof. Mae Brigitt
Bernadel L. Villordon, acting dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences (CAS), this
is SU’s response to the high demand of
pharmacists. “As an academe, we are
responding to that call to produce quality
pharmacists in the future,” she said.
Villordon said, “Towards the end of
May, we decided that we can actually start
BS in Pharmacy.” Despite starting a bit late
for enrolment, she is pleased with how the
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number of enrollees turned out.
The school year opened with 19
students during the first semester,
increasing to 23 students in the second
semester. Also, Villordon said she has
given the students as well as the faculty
the challenge to have a 100% passing rate
when the pioneering batch will graduate
in the next three years. “We have to work
as a team and help each other,” she
reminded them.
She said SU plans to collaborate with
pharmaceutical companies and adjunct
professors to teach in the upcoming
years.
Villordon emphasized the importance

of providing pharmacy student’s exposure
to different settings. “We are into that
direction wherein when we look forward
to their internship. They also have to be
exposed in a pharmaceutical company,
that’s important. And for sure, we will
expose them in a hospital setting … (and)
in a commercial pharmacy.”
On top of these, a new two-storey
building will be built beside Pulido Hall
for Pharmacy which will be operational
this June. The building will consist of
four rooms on each floor. Villordon
also reported that Pharmacy will share
the building with Dentistry which will
hopefully be offered this June.

BEAT. Students of the Music
Therapy course blend in their
instruments to create harmony.

inally, completing the array of new
courses this school year is Bachelor
of Music in Major in Music Therapy
by the College of Performing and Visual Arts
(COPVA). Danielle Elise V. Zamar, Head of the
Music Therapy Department said the program
teaches how creative arts, particularly music
interventions, are used to improve one’s
physical and mental health. Zamar said the
new program had been realized through their
collaborative efforts with Dr. Elizabeth Susan
the former dean of COPVA. “Dr. Suarez … went
to the US to shadow the music therapy program
at Eastern Michigan University,” she said.
“After that, she made [a] curriculum for it,
basing it on how they did it there. I also gave
my input as to how I did my music therapy
education in Shenandoah University. After
that, it was approved by the board,” she added.
The department has six pioneering
students. They are from Taiwan, Singapore,
Japan, and of course the Philippines. She said,
“The music therapy students are amazing!
They are very enthusiastic about the course
and the profession. I'm proud of the students;
when given a task, they really are into it, and
give their all!”
Zamar said despite the challenges in
establishing a new department, she is proud
that they already have accomplishments in
their first year.
She said that they have already been
featured in the World Federation for Music
Therapy last January 7. They have also done
workshops in local and regional outreach
facilities in Dumaguete City.
The department further plans to collaborate
with local hospitals, schools and mental
facilities so the students can do practicum and
internship in these facilities.
Zamar, who pioneered Music Therapy in
the Philippines two years ago, is pleased with
the positive feedbacks they have received from
different people especially that Music Therapy
is quite new here in the Philippines.
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chievers in the
Test of Time
compiled by: Francis Ryan Pabiania

Through the years, Silliman University
has produced students and graduates
who stand out in different fields,
including the arts, academia, sciences
and athletics. All of these Sillimanians
overcame challenges by determination
and hard work. These are the achievers
in the school year 2018-2019.

5

GEA GABRIELLE
ROSALES

(PT Topnotcher) - Gea Gabrielle
Rosales of Silliman University topped
the Physical Therapist board exam
with a rating of 86.6 percent.

2

MARIANO LAO

1

DR. LEOREY
SALIGAN

(OSA 2018) - Dr. Leorey Saligan,
PhD, RN, FNP-BC, FAAN, finished
the BS medical technology course at
Silliman in 1988. Since 2009, he has
won at least 13 awards, including the
Exceptional Proficiency Promotion
to Captain, OSG, USPHS, DHHS,
Washington DC. He is the author or
co-author of more than 100 articles,
reviews, commentaries, and chapters
published in medical journals and
books.
-
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7

DAN DURAN

(Outstanding Sillimanian
Awardee 2018) - Mariano
Lao finished high school in 1957 at
Silliman . Among his awards are the
Golden Shell Award presented by the
Department of Trade and Industry,
and the Order of Horace Brinsmade
Silliman Award. He developed an
interest in culture and the arts, built
a notable art collection that he shares
with the public through museum loans
and gifts to institutions including
Silliman.

(won silver during the National Terno Conference)

- Fashion designer Dan Ryan E. Duran graduated
with a Bachelor of Mass Communication degree from
Silliman in 2008 before studying fashion design at the
School of Fashion and the Arts on a full scholarship.
He won second place in the Balintawak category
of TERNOCON 2018, a nationwide terno-making
convention and contest for regional designers.

3

DR. CELAN J. ALO

(Outstanding Sillimanian
Awardee 2018) - Dr. Alo finished
high school and his bachelor of
science at Silliman. He is a researcher
and epidemiologist, recognized for his
significant contributions to disease
control, preventive health initiatives
and physical fitness.

4

SILVER BOMEDIANO

( Miss Dumaguete 2018) - The
19 year-old is from Barangay
Batinguel. She is studying Bachelor of
Education major in Special needs in
Silliman University.

6

DR. EVANGELYN
CERIALES ALOCILJA

(Outstanding faculty at
Michigan) - Dr. Alocilja is a 1973 B.S.
Chemistry, cum laude, graduate of
Silliman University. She was recently
recognized as a 2019 William J. Beal
Outstanding Faculty at the Michigan
State University (MSU), where she is
a faculty member of the College of
Agriculture and Natural Resources and
the College of Engineering.

8

JEM ROBERT TALAROC

(Winner of NCCA Composer’s Prize) - Jem Robert
Bautista Talaroc graduated with a Bachelor of Music
degree, major in composition, in 2008. He was named one
of the composer-fellows to the 2018 Banaue International
Music Composition Competition (BIMCC) and was among
the 20 fellows selected for the week-long Banaue Music
Composition Immersion Program. He was conferred by the
National Commission for Culture and the Arts (NCCA) the
2018 Composers’ Prize award last December 10, 2018 for his
composition for orchestra titled “Anima.”
features | Achievers in the Test of Tume
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9

ENGR. ELIZABETH
MERTO-ENGLE

(Pamana ng Pilipino Awardee)
- Engr. Engle completed her High
School in 1958 and her Bachelor of
Science in Civil Engineering degree
in 1963 at Silliman University. Engr.
Engle, 2016 Outstanding Sillimanian
awardee for engineering, was chosen
as one of the recipients of the 2018
Presidential Awards for Filipino
Individuals and Organizations
Overseas, and has been given the
award of Pamana ng Pilipino, a
category of the 2018 PAFIOO.

10

DARLENE
CAHILES JUAB

(8th place,
Psychometrician Board Exam) Darlene Cahiles Juab, who graduated
March 2018 with a Bachelor of Science
degree in Psychology, ranked eighth
with an 80.80 per cent average in
the October 2018 Psychometrician
Licensure Examination.

12

NICOLE MARIE
TAGLE

(Competed in Youth
Olympic Games) - Seventeen-year-old
, senior high student Nicole Marie D.
Tagle clinched the country’s first slot
in the 2018 Youth Olympic Games after
placing 9th in the 2017 World Archery
Youth Championship held on October
2 to 8, 2018 at Rosario, Argentina.

14

ATTY. MYRISH
CADAPANANTONIO

(Program Director, Center for Public
Leadership Harvard) - Myrish
Cadapan-Antonio is a program
director at the Center for Public
Leadership (CPL) of Harvard’s
Kennedy School of Government. The
highest-ranking Filipino at HKS,
Antonio joined the US workforce
after finishing her masters in public
administration in the same school.

11
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(Division Champion of the World in
Opera Latin) - Physical Education Asst.
Prof. Manolito Saldivar was named
Division Champion of the World in
Opera, Division Champion of the World
in Latin, and brought home three gold
and three silver medals during the 22
World Championships of Performing
Arts (WCOPA) competition held July 8
to 13 in Long Beach, California.

16

DANIELLE ELISE V.
ZAMAR (the only board-

certified music therapist in
the Philippines) - a graduate of Silliman
University with a degree in Nursing,
Danielle also studied in Shenandoah
University, Virginia USA and took up
Music Therapy Equivalency Program.
Upon completing her training, she
returned to the Philippines as a pioneer
of music therapy in this country 2 years
ago. Until today, she remains the only
board-certified music therapist in the
Philippines

18

MYRNA PEÑAREYES

(Taboan 2018 Awardee) Silliman poet Myrna Peña-Reyes was
cited as one of the awardees in the
10th Taboan Writers Festival held in
Tagbilaran City, Bohol, 19–20 October
2018. She studied with National Artist
Dr. Edith Lopez-Tiempo in college and
taught in the SU English Dept. before
leaving for the U.S.

15

ASST. PROF.
MANOLITO
SALDIVAR

EMMANUEL
AKINBODE (2019 Most

Outstanding International
Student of the Philippines)- Nursing
student in Silliman University who was
Mister Silliman International
2017 1st runner-up.

13

Person on

MICAH EDEM

(Economics Quiz Bowl
Champion) - Grade 12
ABM major Micah N. Edem bagged
the championship award for the 5th
Inter-High School Economic Quiz
Bee held on July 30 at the Bangko
Sentral ng Pilipinas in Dumaguete.

17

NAINA
DOMINIQUE
TAGLE (bags 7 golds

in Batang Pinoy Visayas)- emerged
as the most bemedaled athlete
after representing Dumaguete City
in the Batang Pinoy 2019 Visayas
Qualifying Leg last Feb. 23-March 2
in Iloilo City.
features | Achievers in the Test of Tume
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“My
plot twist is simply my
organization, SUDS. Joining the
organization led me to realize a lot of
things, opened my mind to various
types of knowledge, and molded me to
something I can be proud of today.”
Joliez Margo,
Business Management

“Well in the entire time I would say
it’s the community feeling of the
school--everything is interconnected,
we can interact with everyone, and we
all co-exist and socialize on this patch
of society we call Silliman University.
This is where we went out of comfort
zones, made new ones, and went out
again, and made a connection that
shall forever remain.”
Vincent Andrew Roxas Sibala,
BS Mechanical Engineering I

“Plot twist: 1st year: 5 majors, 2 of
which are 6 units courses.”
Anonymous

W

hat are the plot twists that happened
in your life as a Sillimanian
this school year?

“Every day is a plot twist for me
really. Because, I keep thinking that
it is not going to end well for me, but
apparently, God has a lot of surprises.”
Eunice Lituañoas,
Business Analytics I

“In the past year, I was searching for my
year end plot twist as if it was a different
person. However, as the New Year’s Eve
came, I realized that the plot twist I
was looking for was in me. This year, I
devote my time to letting myself grow
as an individual.”
Myka Reambonanza,
BA Philosophy I
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“I think that being an honor student is
my biggest plot twist as a Sillimanian
because my efforts really paid off. Also,
I would also consider that being able to
do what normal students do like going
to an internet cafe to play online games
(because it is not usual for me and it
is beyond my boundary but) I realized
that I am just a normal teenager after
all.”
Jess Angelo Ontal,
BSBA Operation Management I

“The biggest plot twist for me as a
Sillimanian so far is my choice of
course. From the start, I was already
into my dream course which is Civil
Engineering but because of several
factors and experiences that I’ve
been through in Silliman University
for 2 years of Senior High School, I
graduated with the uncertainty of what
course to take in college. And then
the twist happened, I suddenly lost
interest of my dream that I’ve been
holding onto from my elementary days
and here I am answering this question
as an economics major student.”
Richelyn Kinilitan,
BSBA Economics I

“All this time I thought I was straight. I
never thought that my first love would
actually be of the same gender as I
was. I fell in love with who the person
was, not her sexuality/appearance. I
couldn’t accept it at first, because I
knew how my family would react, but
in the end, I chose her, and I would do
my best to let it stay that way as long
as I can.”
Anonymous

“The biggest plot twist for me as a
Sillimanian so far is to be part of the
college honors. Way back in senior
high school, I never got the chance
to be part of the honors for the
department change their cut off from
85 to 90. Hoping for fruitful and fun
experiences for my college life.”
Sirach Lozada,
BSBA Economics I

“My plot twist was something I never
expected to happen and something I
never really thought about. I realized
that my “friends” were holding me
back from my personal growth. My plot
twist was realizing this and finding new
friends that understand me and help
me grow as a person, not cage me in.”
Anonymous

features
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ur Greatest
Gift

O

Time and time again we see
many pushes made for the greater
good of humanity. Odds are, they
tend to fail, despite the greatest of
intentions.
Dr. Jorge Emmanuel believes
that it takes a combination of
leadership, retention and perhaps
most importantly, community, to
make these work.
And it is that sense of
community that is indispensable
for tackling the large-scale
problems we face today. Because
there is one such problem — a
dangerous game, that one
colossal wall we must scale to find
tomorrow; that is, of course, the
road to a greener future — the
dream of zero waste.

The beautiful thing is that zero
waste starts with you. Without
you, a world of zero waste would
never come to fruition. You may
be a busy person with lots of
responsibilities, but that should
not discourage you.
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Every little bit counts, whether you
opt to change your lifestyle for the
greener through eliminating as
much waste as possible, or simply
throwing your trash properly.
All you need to keep in mind
is that this is not something to be
done half-heartedly. We already see
and feel the effects of past mistakes
every day; researchers around the
world have found that the very
food we eat and the air we breathe
contain toxic microplastics.
Paper decomposes in two to six
weeks. Food takes a month to six.
But plastic bags and bottles go for
decades to centuries. Aluminum
cans take 80 to 200 years. And glass
lasts for about a million. Man lives
only 79 years on average.
Thankfully, there is a way for
us Sillimanians to contribute long
before we reach that age; one that
our newly-appointed president, Dr.
Betty Cernol-McCann, has worked
and fought bravely for— the Zero
Waste campaign of the university.
“The moment you can get your
residual waste to 10 percent or less
of your total waste, is when you
can claim to be zero waste,” said

Dr. Emmanuel, Adjunct Professor
of Environmental Science &
Engineering at Silliman University
(SU).
Emmanuel is a worldrenowned scientist and researcher
who heads this whole endeavor.
His presentation during the
anniversary of Friends of the
Environment in Negros Oriental
gave Dr. McCann the idea for
the university’s advocacy. After
seeing approval on all sides, the
campaign was launched during
the All-University Academic
Convocation on June 25, 2018.
As the name implies, the zero
waste program centers around
both proper disposal of waste,
as well as the non-production of
waste. This year, Silliman saw
the formation of environmental
policies and guidelines, the
procurement of new labeled trash
containers, and a greater focus
on waste management, as seen
in university activities like the
Hibalag Booth Festival and in the
dormitories.
“You can define the waste
into the four groups: the
biodegradables, the recyclables,
the residuals, and the special or
hazardous waste … Now, if you
were to separate each of those,
biodegradable waste is often
50 to 60 percent. So, already, by
removing all the biodegradable
stuff, you’re already doing a better
job,” Dr. Emmanuel said. The
recyclables will be sold to junk
shops, compostables will be used

by the College of Agriculture, and
biodegradables will be dumped
in landfills.
But there is much more in
store, and even more to refine in
the upcoming years.
For one, Dr. Emmanuel
believes in “show, don’t tell.“
They plan to mobilize volunteers
and go from department
to department, utilizing a
relatively simple, but triedand-true technique from the
minds of many psychologists
and sociologists from around
the world. Its goal: changing
our behavior for the better by
letting us experience proper
segregation.

“We’re going to put
together a box of different
types of waste … we
will have three labeled
containers [labeled
biodegradables, residuals,
and recyclables] … and
in each department, we
want to come in, and we’re
going to get people to
randomly pull something
out of the box, and in front
of everybody show them
which container they need
to put it in.
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And I want the group to discuss
whether they did it right or wrong,
and if they got it wrong to explain
where it should have gone and
where it needs to put. So, everybody
needs to physically put it in the
right place.”
Furthermore, every
department will also have to
designate two advocates or
champions, preferably a student
and a faculty member, who will
monitor the trash cans to see
if we get it right. This will be
done to increase retention and
commitment to the endeavor, since
data suggests that the current waste
segregation procedure in SU is not
well followed.
“We did an initial waste
analysis; there are 800 trash cans
in Silliman. We randomly selected
150, and we fielded volunteers to
go to all of them and rate them. If
I remember, it was … 15 percent
… that were properly segregated.
And even the ones that were
properly segregated may have been
accidental. Meaning, some trash
cans only had one thing thrown on
it, and it happened to be the right
thing,” Dr. Emmanuel remarked.
Beyond proper waste
management as mandated by
Republic Act 9003 (Ecological Solid
Waste Management Act of 2000),
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the zero waste program also aims
to eliminate residual waste itself
as much as possible — preventing
over curing.
“Zero waste means we don’t
produce waste to begin with.
And the way that works is we then
look at what is the residual waste
that we are producing and let’s
try to avoid producing that. That
would mean things like eliminating
chicheria, we eliminate those
sachets,” he stated.
The endgame here is
sustainability. Dr. Emmanuel
believes that after a high level
of segregation or possibly zero
waste is achieved, these efforts
must continue, rather than let
up. Evidently, this would not be
possible without you. Without all
of you.
A successful campaign
requires the cooperation of the
community and the leaders. Our
leaders are working as hard as they
can in devising new strategies and
ideas to tackle these problems.
You are the essential ingredient to
making this campaign successful.
All of you have what it takes. And we
can make the difference, together.
Let’s make it happen through
arguably our greatest gift: the
power to change anything if we all
work together.

S mall
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A Short Guide to Pre-Adulting:

aking the Most of
Your Time Off

written by: Jameela Antoniette I. Mendoza graphic art by: Brad Pete Joshua Jamolod

CONGRATULATIONS, YOU JUST GRADUATED! Now what?
If you find yourself in the middle of a post-graduation crisis, consider yourself lucky. Not
everyone has the time and resources to be where you are now. Not everyone can afford to be on
hiatus; others dive right into the world of independence, responsibility, bills and taxes because
their situation calls for it.
Now that you are aware of your privilege, make it worthwhile.
If you’re not the type who’s itching to go job hunting right away, but also not interested in
being a tambay (bum) or your mom’s reliable dishwasher, here are five things you can do before
you officially start adulting:

1
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Last bonding (for now)
with the barkada or
batchmates

Before you and your friends
go on your separate ways, why
not push through with that road
trip or outing you have planned
since sophomore year? No one
can use school work as an excuse
anymore. If your group is not
fond of out-of-town trips, you
can always have one last karaoke
night at WatEver or TopHits, or
one last overnight that doesn’t
involve working on your thesis;
the point is to spend time with
friends that made your college
years memorable, because you’ll
never know when you’ll see each
other again.
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2

Go back to your ‘roots’

By ‘roots,’ I mean two
things: Your hometown and
your old hobbies. Going back to
your hometown or your family’s
hometown means going to your
comfort zone, but this is not a
retreat or surrender; this is for you
to recharge in a place where you
can reflect about the next steps
in life you want to take. Soulsearching doesn’t always have to
be done in an adventure in the
great unknown; you can also get
to know yourself in place where
you are loved and accepted. As for
your old hobbies, it’s about time
to reignite your interest in them,
because no one believes you when
you say your hobby is just binge-

watching on Netflix.
Pick up that book. Finish
that poem. Put on your basketball
shoes and just do it. You actually
have time now. When you start
working from 8-5 p.m., you’ll be
thankful you have a hobby to keep
you sane.

3

Develop a routine or
pick up a good habit

Having a routine you
can stick to can actually be a
good thing because it keeps you
disciplined and efficient; two
important traits you need to have
as an adult. With a routine, you
can manage your time and energy.
According to Chicago-based
healthcare provider Northwestern
Medicine, the benefits of having
a routine include better stress
levels, better sleep and better
overall health.
It is also easier to incorporate
good habits like sleeping early,
mindful eating, exercise or
meditation into a routine because
good habits will improve your
routine instead of disrupt them.
If you have struggled with an
unhealthy lifestyle in college but
somehow managed to survive
(probably thanks to your youth),
don’t expect the same as an adult.
Start a healthier lifestyle as early
as now.

4

Learn a new skill

Learning is a lifelong
process; and besides,
you know you need to master
Microsoft Excel more. Microsoft
Office Tools expert or not, there
are plenty of soft and hard
skills for you to learn or relearn.
Cooking, driving, financial
literacy and many other life skills
can greatly benefit you as an adult.
Your independence depends on
your skills and abilities to handle
everyday situations as an adult.

5

Map out your life or
career development
plan

Remember: you are resting
before adulthood, not resisting
adulthood. Adulthood is not as
bleak and dreary as others make
it out to be when you consider
the vast possibilities of your
future. Visualize your future self
and what you want to achieve,
then make a plan for your life or
career. Set small and big goals,
like getting a master’s degree by
the time you’re 25, or having your
own business by 30, and focus
on doing what you need to do to
achieve them. Don’t just float in
life, because someday when you’re
feeling burned-out at work, your
life/career plan will eventually
motivate you to keep going.

This is what Britney Spears
meant when she sang, “I’m not a
girl / Not yet a woman / All I need
is time / A moment that is mine /
When I’m in between.” It’s okay
to take the time off to rest for a
while as your “in between.” You
believe you’ve earned it, so do it
while you can, but this guide is
not meant to put off adulthood or
job applications forever.
It can be difficult to close
what you might consider as the
best chapter of your life and
accept the terms and conditions
of adulthood, but it doesn’t have
to be. If you have time to prepare
before the inevitable dive, do what
you can to get some proper diving
gear and strengthen your lungs,
because when the opportunity of
employment is staring at you in
face like an open body of water,
what do you do?
You jump. It’s the first step
to adulthood. Just don’t forget
to prepare your résumé, birth
certificate, NBI clearance, SSS
number…

features | A Short Guide to Pre-Adulting
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M

y Guardian
Angel
by Anonymous
(From College of Education)

They say first love never dies. I used
to believe in this until I experienced
falling for someone who died at a very
early age.
Back in senior high school,
I had a crush on my batch mate
but I never did anything about it.
I just brushed off the attraction
that I had for him because I
knew I didn’t have any chance of
being recognized at all. However,
a new twist came one day which
changed our lives forever. My
crush was diagnosed with cancer.
The whole school was
shocked and we were all worried
for him and his family. I honestly
didn’t know what got into me
when I messaged him one night
after the heart-pounding news,
asking him about his condition
and how he was doing. He was
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very kind and sweet. The cute and
lovely gestures he makes really
pinned my heart even deeper. The
day after we talked, I knew I had
to visit him along with my friends,
and we did. It was something so
unexpected but they told us that
cancer was hereditary in their
family. Every night, my crush and
I would message each other about
how our day went and I honestly
felt very special–I felt hopeful
that someday, when he got better,
we could hopefully be together.
I knew he felt the same way, too.
Someone dying at a very young age
is unusual and unbelievable or so
I thought.

On every single day I used to
spend visiting him in the hospital,
he would only be getting weaker
and weaker, and it seriously broke
my heart seeing him fight for his
life; but he always made us feel
strong for him. He was brought to
the ICU, and by that time he was
already in a coma, we all knew
where it was all heading. I was
outside his room, watching with
my naked eyes how the stabilizers
attempted to lift him up. Later on,
he died and all I had to do was to
drown in tears.
I was heartbroken to lose a
friend, but he taught me to be even
closer to God and I thank him for
that every day of my life. Months
had passed and one afternoon, at
home, my family and I were eating
lunch when suddenly my uncle
told my father that a spirit is at our
place. My father told him that it
would be impossible for we never
felt something strange inside the
house since we moved and stayed
for good. But my uncle told us
that the spirit shouldn’t be feared
because he is a kind one. My uncle
turned to me and asked if I had a

boyfriend, but I said no because
my family would kill me if I told
them the truth. My uncle added
that it was a muscular one and
that the spirit feels heartbroken.
It had a connection with me. He
also elaborated that I should not
be afraid because that spirit is
there, protecting and guiding me
all the way. I almost choked on my
food and there was a lump on my
throat. I remembered leaving the
house immediately and calling my
best friend, telling her about what
happened.
I cried because for me, it
was still too early. We could have
cherished all the moments we
had spent hiding what we felt for
each other. On the other hand, I
know that he will always be my
guardian angel and I will always be
thankful to have met him. He will
be God’s instrument to give me
more reasons to smile as a strong,
independent woman that I am. As
such, we may not have had a good
ending but, the last beats of his
heart that connected to mine is
what I’ll always remember.
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T

wists
and
Bends

by Anonymous

It happened to me thrice in this
lifetime.
In 2015, my first year in
college, I loved the boy I claimed
to be my platonic half. For the first
time in my 17 years of existence,
I found someone who exceeded
my intellectual capacity, matched
my sense of responsibility, and
complemented my personality. We
had impeccable team dynamics
that everything we did together
was excellent.
We headed our college student
council together. We both won in
the Student Government elections,
and eventually represented our
college to the Legislative body of
the student government. By the
end of our term, we were awarded
for having been able to author and
pass the second highest number of
resolutions for the university. On
top of all of these, we both landed
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as class honors for our academic
performance.
We knew we loved each other
in a totally non-platonic way. But
we never acted on our feelings.
In 2016, I loved the person who
reminded me so much of my firstlove. He was enigmatic, cold, and
frank. He was timid but he never
hesitated to be the devil’s advocate
in a biased discussion. He hardly
spoke to anyone but when he did,
his wisdom was encompassed
in the accuracy and brevity of
his words. He had incredible
work ethics. He was responsible,
dependable, and kind.
However, he was the odd one
in the group. People complained
of his momentary diffidence but I
never had anything to say because

he always talked to me. I don’t
recall ever going through his stage
of indifference because we clicked
almost immediately. Which is why
it did not surprise me when we
harbored feelings for each other.
He was an excellent listener and a
faithful partner.
I could’ve sworn we would
never fall apart. But we did. It’s
difficult to maintain a relationship
of people coming from the
opposite end of the poles.
In early 2015, I met a guy on
a jeepney ride from Valencia to
Dumaguete. We were going home
from the leadership training of
our NSTP. We talked and talked
like we knew each other even
before; it was almost as if we were
two rekindled souls from the
past. When we stepped out of the
jeepney, we forgot each other’s
names. We never saw each other

nor heard from one another ever
again, until we both got accepted
into an organization in late 2015.
We instantly became the
closests of friends. We remained
like that until I ended my so-called
relationship with the guy from
2016, who also happened to be his
best-friend.
Our romantic relationship
was crazy. It was more than a
year of extreme emotions; from
uncomparable
happiness
to
unreasonable anguish— it was the
love that made me question all the
love I’ve ever had before. If that
wasn’t the love the universe talks
about then I don’t know what love
is.

But no, falling
in love isn’t what
happened to me
thrice in this
lifetime.

Turns out, my platonic half
from 2015, the enigmatic one from
2016, and the love of my life are
not straight men.
My platonic half dated a guy
in 2017, and broke up with him on
the same year.
The enigmatic one dated a guy
just this year, 2019, and they split
after just a month.

Thankfully, the love of my life
has been dating a guy for almost a
year now.

Yes. All the men
I loved turned out
to not be straight
men.

This doesn’t make them
less of a person, and this (most
importantly) doesn’t diminish
any of my love for them. However,
these revelations regarding their
identity have also left me in a
momentary state of confusion.
I questioned why my “gaydar” was off. I even wondered if
my preference was wrong. What’s
worse is that I reached the point
of self-hate because I thought that
maybe I was the girl who made
boys realize they didn’t want to be
with girls.
It’s funny now that I think of
it. This used to be a dark phase in
my life but the clouds are cleared
out now.
Loving those then-confused
men and being loved back by them
was a privilege.
All three of them came out
of the closet to me. All three of
them made me their confidant. All
three of them ran to me when their
relationships were troubled. All

three of them became my solace.
All three of them first-handedly
showed me that love is love.
I don’t know if the next person
I’ll love is a straight man. I might
end up being a laughing stock
again for being “the beard,” but
after everything, that doesn’t really
matter to me anymore. I learned
that regardless of all the twists
and bends, love is love. And if I
ever love someone who turns out
to be closeted or confused with his
identity (again), I’d still love him
nonetheless because love is love.

literary | Twists and Bends
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ouch

by Hervey Angelo Avenido

“He hates it. He hates how cold and
fake everyone’s touches feel when they
hold him, but why is it that he feels
warmth with hers?”
I have always hated the
thought of being physically close
with someone; the empty embraces
and the fake smiles that go along
with it as if I don’t see through
their facade. They can see it in my
face, how indifferent I feel when
they do it. Maybe that’s the reason
why everyone close to me isn’t that
physically attached to me; it’s as if
they’re afraid to hold me.
I tried being indifferent
to these behaviors people have
around me. Technically, it is my
fault in the first place that I have
made ME look “untouchable”. I
comfort myself with this notion,
thinking I don’t need the physical
comfort of others to get me
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through the day. The traumas and
hardships of the past either make
you or break you but when you
make it, it changes you into an
entirely empty shell of what used
to be good.
Everyone’s the same; they
come to me talking about their
life then still be afraid of me. Not
that I can blame them; with this
snobbish face, I’m sure they’d be
discouraged to try to get closer to
me.
That’s when I knew her.It was
one random day when I found
myself in the middle of a small
group talk when I heard my college
peers giggling. Somewhere in the
sea of laughter, there was a voice

that I found myself listening to;
it was warm, with a rather fastpaced manner of speaking, but
enjoyable to hear nonetheless. I
was enjoying the sound of it when I
felt a hand grasp my arm. I ignored
it but the hand kept bothering
me so I looked behind to see
who was doing it and there I was,
greeted by a smiling face; so pure
and genuine. I was stuck in the
moment for the first time in a very
long time; the way the edges of her
lips pull up, how it just seamlessly
fit in her features were, making her
a beauty to feast my eyes on, and
the way she moved was so graceful
it was almost effortless. My eyes
locked onto her smile, instantly
feeling the hot rush of blood blush
up my dull face.
To anyone else, it could’ve
been just any smile, but to me, it
was like seeing the sky open up
after a long rainy day. It refreshed

my head of some sort, giving me
this silent feeling and making it
hard for me to turn away.
It was a danger zone, that
smile, ‘cause I knew full it’s the
kind of smile that she meant to
show everyone, even to strangers
like me. This fluttery feeling needs
to go away. It’s just a smile, she
can’t be mine, I told myself, but
what I felt worsened when her hand
clasped my own as she apologized
to me for being over excited. I
hated myself at that moment, but
I loved myself for being in that
moment nonetheless. A surge of
new bright feelings began to erupt
in my chest; it’s as if winter has
finally started to thaw and spring
has started to bloom.
It was a short encounter, an
encounter i never thought would
happen again until I found out
that we’d be grouped together
for a certain project. We became
colleagues, and for a while we
stayed like that until we became
close enough to make small
talk. She’d hold my arm as she
expressively talked about life,
about work, and about college.
At first it was awkward, having
someone hold me in a happy and
carefree manner, and I got used to

it. One could say that I got more
sympathetic, and more attentive.
I could just watch her talk to me
while she eagerly holds my arm,
responding only when she pauses
from her chatter.
Every touch from her is like
a cure from the emotional plague
that continually eats me from the
inside. It is the dove to my drifting
Noah’s ark and God knows, that
this is what I needed to help me
see that there are still things worth
looking forward to. I want to be
like this woman. I want to believe
that I can smile like she does one
day; that I can be as passionate as
her in my own way.
God knows I hate group
works but that time, I was willing
to make an exception.
It was when we were about to
end our work as colleagues that I
finally acknowledged my feelings
for her; that I already have loved
her since the day she held my arm.
I looked at her, and for the last
time she hugged me tightly and
cried, saying that she was happy
that she met me. For the first time
in my life, I voluntarily held her
hand and walked her to the place
she was supposed to be that day.
As I see her walk away and

smile back at me, I was tempted to
tell her how I feel; that I love every
bit of what she is but i held back,
thinking that it is better that we
stay this way; that I’d let her be the
best woman she can be without
me.
I love her and I find it funny
that she changed me into a better
man starting with the feeling of
warmth that came from the simple
touch of her hand.
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I

’m Drunk
With

You

by Shareen Anjali B. Warad

“I like you,” he said. Like words such
as “thank you” and “how are you,”
those words slipped so easily from his
mouth. I couldn’t understand what he
was saying that night actually, my mind
was spinning and my heart was beating
so loud I could hear it in my own ears;
it was not because the place was too
crowded nor because of the bottle of
mojitos that night but because he was
there in front of me with his disheveled
hair, his strong husky voice, and his
eyes, oh damn those eyes, that spoke a
thousand words.
Silly, because I believed those
words, I believed that they could
take us to each other, I believed we
would be unconditionally happy
and I believe that ‘this is it’! That
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this ‘love’ was everything I wanted
for and I loved the feeling of it;
the idea of waking up to his good
morning messages, the idea of
someone taking care of you and

not taking advantage when you’re
drunk, and the idea of someone
hugging you when you’re sad and
lonely. I thought he’d be the one
doing that for me, but instead I
was the one head over heels taking
care of his mess and his broken
self.
I accepted him, for all of his
flaws, his scars, for his dark past,
for everything that he was and he
was not. I hated ‘fuckboys,’ and
everyone around me told me he
was once a ‘fuckboy,’ but then
he told me he’s changed that it
was years ago and that he wants
to become best, if not, better. I
accepted him up to the point I
became the person I didn’t want
to become. But I guess, no matter
how much you appreciate and
accept a person they will always
look for someone more capable of
giving them something they want.
And I couldn’t give him his wants,

he knows. I’m not like that. That
will never be me.
You’re probably out there with
your furrowed eyebrows asking
“why does she even bother to love
this dude?” How could I not love
someone who drove 80 kilometers
just for me to go home? How could
I forget those five months of bliss
and pure love he made me feel?
Yes, it lasted for almost half a
year, ‘cause he was probably too
ashamed to let go of me. I mean,
who wouldn’t be? He knew all my
friends, he knew all my secrets
and insecurities, he went to my
birthday party and then he met my
brother. Who wouldn’t be shy to
let go of a girl who made him meet
the closest people in her life?
“I didn’t do anything sweet for
you to assume right? We’re not yet
ready to be in this right?” He asked
as his hand was slowly letting go of
what’s left of my heart. He never
messaged me for a month and then
I saw him that night with girls and
a bunch of guys along with him, he
went to see me again just to tell me
that it was over and that I shouldn’t
have assumed. I stared at him and
I didn’t cry, instead I counted all
the times he did something for
me that made my heart flutter. All
those words and longing hugs that
made me feel loved. The times

when he showed me he cared;
when he gave me water after a
drunken birthday party, that time
when he told me he’d see other
girls but still thinks I’m the most
beautiful, and that time when he
called me ‘sunshine’ because I was
the light to his darkness…
God, why was I so blind? Those
words were all too familiar. Words
that come out from guys who just
love a little thrill and then when
they’re done with you they will
just leave as if they didn’t break
your heart even more than it was
ever broken. I was so blinded that
I wanted to love his pain and his
scars too much that I didn’t notice
mine, I didn’t accept mine.
After that incident, I often
see him, and every time I do, my
reaction reminds me of drunken
times. My face heats up, my heart
beats so fast, my mind spins like
after riding a roller coaster and I
just forget everything. Everything,
even the fact that he already
left and that I was too stupid to
think that we might still probably
happen because he didn’t remove
our nicknames in stupid Facebook
Messenger. Though maybe he’s
right, maybe I really did just
assume things were going great
between us. Maybe I was too drunk
in love with him.

literary | I'm Drunk With You
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rays of sunlight peek through the
acacia leaves on a busy Tuesday
morning, throngs of students make
their way to their respective 7 a.m.
classes with only a few minutes to
spare. With plastic briefcases, fact sheets and
heavy laptops on hand, they pass through the
Katipunan Hall gate before they’re able to reach
the busiest and perhaps noisiest building in all of
Silliman – the Luz U. Ausejo Hall.

US

nfiltered

illiman
by Tiara Jaya
Y. Jabutay

Ausejo Hall, abbreviated as AH, is the home
of the College of Arts and Sciences (CAS) in
Silliman University. It houses thirteen different
departments within its four-story edifice and is
named after Luz U. Ausejo, the longest serving
dean of the said college. Next to it stands
the humble Scheide Chapel, where religious
organizations of Silliman University gather for
worship services on Fridays.
Like most buildings on campus, AH is
enveloped with several acacia trees in its
surrounding areas. Leaves rustle and branches
typically sway on windy afternoons with dry,
brown leaflets cascading down the green grass
of the AH grounds. During normal days in the
university, it’s natural to see a number of students
running to and from the AH building, most likely
on their way to their next Arts class.
In-between snack breaks or vacant hours,
students are found conversing with friends and
classmates around the green benches of AH
Nature, munching tastefully on the occasional
hotdog or hamburger from Mommy Ying’s food
kiosk. As they gather around, the usual topics of
discussion range from school gossip, homework
and even notable events that transpired on
campus the week before. Despite their long list
of to-do’s consisting of reports, term papers and

upcoming exams, the dark circles beneath these
Sillimanians’ eyes aren’t visible as they carelessly
sashay through the Arts and Sciences building.
During the busiest days of the school year,
Ausejo Hall comes alive as the bells signal both
the beginning and the end of every one hour and
thirty minute class discussion. As students begin
their descent down the AH ramp, they make it a
habit to stop by the photocopying area located at
the ground floor.
“Kuya, pa photocopy ko ani palihog.Four
copies lang,” one person says.
“Kuya, naa nay handout na gi hatag si Ma’am
Patron sa BC 25? Tag pila sad?” another asks.
These are common occurrences at the AH
photocopier. Every day, students crowd the
cramped area to secure a handout given by their
instructor. When a handful of students flock
collectively, they sometimes have to wait for
longer periods of time before they are finally
entertained by Kuya Miguel.
As the bustling day eventually draws to a close,
the morning bells that signal daybreak are the
same bells that ring throughout the campus
halls at 7 in the evening. With the sun buried
underneath the fragmented horizon, students
slowly exit the building until all that remains are
flickering lights, frog noises and silent murmurs
of sophomores recently dismissed from their
final class of the day.
Soon enough, the students’ loud and
obnoxious banter gradually metamorphose
into the quiet sounds of insects at nightfall. And
that’s when the realization kicks in: Ausejo Hall
depicts Silliman University in its rawest form.
Its halls speak of untold stories of Sillimanians’
genuine, unfiltered lives. They say that unfiltered
Silliman is the distinct type of Silliman that you
can’t find in articles. Day after day, this type of
Silliman is revealed in the students’ daily grind;
in the stress and pressure that subtlety wafts
through the air like the scent of vanilla perfume
by the women’s restroom. Unfiltered Silliman is
the Silliman of every day – no pretentions; just
simple coexistence.

Illustration by Manta Cristina Macabali
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eriphery
P
by Albertha Lachmi Obut

Illustration by Ravner Paquibo

I. I see him in my periphery. I see his eyes trained on the white board as the teacher drones on
about verbs and nouns. I see his arms, crossed over his chest, two fingers pulling at his sleeves
unconsciously. I see his mouth, set in a grim line as he draws his eyebrows together in subtle
confusion. I see him and I feel my chest tighten like the hand he clenches into a fist.
II. He is beautiful, but beauty has never been attainable to people like me.
III. I see him like a mountain range in the distance, all strong slopes and hard edges, but far—far, far
away. I see him like the horizon on the ocean, always out of reach. I see him like I see the moon, the
stars, the sun: glowing, burning, blinding.

Paper sheets, ink tints,
blots of colors, blinking cursors;
Anytime, anywhere,
To endure, poets write;
To live, poets swear.
They are often likely,
nearly, always, lately,
they eat vulnerability.
They dwell on joy and disdain,
both love and pain.
In a poet’s heart:
is where peace exists,
where pain resists.
Where hatred fosters,
but also, where love conquers.
They create something real,
out of something that is not.
Poets fantasize,
poets romanticize,
but Poets realize.
Poets have lives to live,
have people they love/d.
Poets have the strongest hearts
sickly not dying
bloody but still writing.
They love, but not loved enough.
Through words, they tell,
in love letters, they swell.
By pain, they write.
For love, they fight.
If you know a poet,
do love their poems.
If you don’t love them,
then don’t love them — I will make you
more.

oem'
s
Poet
P
The

by Joel M. Villanueva

IV. I see him in my periphery, but I don’t turn to look.
V. I see him, but he never sees me.
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by Aprille Roselle
Vince Juanillo

The last light of the wood remains lit
amidst the forlorn and the breeze,
it latches all its fiber and
embraces its pieces together:
the dead, the cold, the done, the weak;
the live, the heat, the undone, the hard.
The wood, in a circle of branches
all cold and blue in desolation
is cast-ironed when the winter
blows and the leaves spiral the wind,
its light—small, flickering, tough
refusing to die for the it.
The light—small, flickering, yet tough
crawls on the rest of the body
resisting the blow, the kick, the storm
fiber by fiber the heat emanates
piece by piece the red fire stays
in the body, the next, the circle.
The flicker of fire within you
is flame that blazes the world;
resist and persist, do not concede;
no storm, no cold will ever match
the vigor and the strength of the fire
light to warm, strong to burn.
Woman, you are the fire.
Ablaze the flame and warm, and burn.

Illustration by Manta Cristina Macabali
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nselfish

by Deogracia
William A.
Bemida

Wish

Withering green jewel,
Victims of the cruel,
Green turns brown, blue turns black
Coercive interest is prevailing,
Selfishness spreads its tyranny
Beware of undisciplined swines
For they lay waste in our paradise,
In order to satisfy their desires
Exploiters of natural resources
And great polluters of waters and air
Causing loss of habitat and massive extinction
Could somebody please stop them?
Conserve and protect what has been given,
Or else you will regret.
One’s hope is a shovel,
For seeds to be cultivated.
Heed my unselfish wish.

ew
Money
N
by Miel Hontucan

Illustration by Shiegella Rae Gealon
Brad Pete Joshua Jamolod
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Illustration by Brad Pete Joshua Jamolod

Almost sunrise, and I buried
Latte-stained notes and stray receipts
along with torn pages from Paradise Lost
all underneath my bed.

I should start reading Don Quixote
before I change my mind
of deleting old phone numbers
and forgetting old names.

Loose change from obscure burger joints
like a faded polaroid
do not jiggle in my pockets anymore.
Broken zippers are not a bother
when I stopped wearing knee-ripped blue jeans.

Here we are now with crimson lipstick smudges
and ocean breeze breaths.
These days he calls me the Mona Lisa,
stolen but finally returned.
literary | poems
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T

try
I

by Farida Iris R. Lagusad

I try to look at the ceiling above,
Maybe I could see some signs
How I wander for hidden treasures in the cove
Could I find diamonds or dimes?
I try to sail across the sea
Maybe I can come across an island
Of the treasure, I’ll find the missing key
Or I’ll just wash away, along with the sand
I try to trek along the mountains
Walk on the rocky track
It gets steeper, like billowing curtains
But no, there is no going back.
I try to stare at the reflection of the water
Of a young girl, with scars and marks and a golden heart
All along she was the hidden treasure
She tried to find the light in the midst of her dark.
I try.
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Illustration by Jhara Amistoso

he serpent. I didn’t see
him as the devil, I saw
him as a possibility. He
was the only one who
told me I can be more than this.
More than just Adam’s wife,
more than just something from
his rib. I was not made in a
man’s image; I was made from
God’s. But never once did Adam
ever make me feel like that. He
never asked me what I wanted,
and neither did God, and the
serpent you call the devil was
the only one who asked. And
so I hid from Adam, and took a
bite. Not just for myself, but for
my someday daughters, when
they grow up, when they hear
the men laughing, when they
look at their bodies and see it
as a man’s property, when they
cry themselves to sleep and
convince themselves it’s okay,
it’s okay, I was made from it.

he history books
forgot
nd
the
bible
about
didn't

T a
us

mention us

by Eba
Marie

No one deserves an eternal life
in this injustice. I will not let this
happen, I promise this.
But Adam saw me, and he also
bit.
And now the blame is all on me,
and all on you. They will never
stop burning you at the stakes,
because of my mistake.
The serpent was the only one
who gave me a choice, and he
was punished for it. I’m sorry,
my daughters,

Illustration by Kent Aldrich Kho

I couldn’t keep my promise.
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ntitled
U

by Lawra Iskra
Vargas Eco

Empty this gaze with the lady’s bedside lamp
In the pacific realm, these bodies, they drown
Out in the vast they swim uphill
Sinking in the depths of the strangest deep
She tucked these draperies, they arose to sink
Lost in the world they cannot ever fathom to be in
She then took this gaze in the darkest sea
Blinding these rovers in their search for her
depth
Not one ever did, not the mightiest drifter
Not the loudest thunder, nor the smartest
scholar
The vagabond—gravity—the lone who’s dreaded
by the beholder
This gaze, it sinks in itself, then soars upon his
rest
She then couldn’t swim for herself
To the gravity’s rest she dived herself in
The unfathomable gaze has fallen boundlessly
It didn’t wilt, it did soar with it; the gravity’s deep
It was hard not to fall, for the two were
unchanged

wake
A
by 7139

They coasted together like bees over the flowers
of the sea

Illustration by King Benedict Maraño

In the bedside lamp, the gravity ever longed to be
Where the lady has been unearthed by him, the
gravity
Resting in the lamp’s ever wanted gaze
There where they lie in each other’s endless
space.

Waking up, we open our eyes,
unappreciative of the fresh start we are given.
Getting lost in these white linen sheets we forget to say our gratitude;
that upon waking up we are victors,
against the darkness that could have taken us forevermore.
Waste no chance and start fresh,
own the day when the unworthy are given another chance.

Illustration by Alex Villarino
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he
Mist
T
by Jean Salgados

There exists an anomaly within the web, a mist which dulls the senses,
A certain type of mist that divides what is needed and what is wanted,
That which blurs the line between benevolence and malevolence,
A silver lining it is, that one cannot decide with certainty what the next step is,
For this mist is everywhere, the crimson that flows, the drum which beats,
and the crown that governs,
The mist, as potent and blinding as it may be, cowers to sustenance,
Sustenance is both cure and prevention to a mist that decimates young and
old alike, the elated and depressed all the same,
The mist that severs bonds, and strengthens others,
Others go to it for solace, while some avoid it for the same reason,
It keeps one enslaved in the pleasure they derive from its constituents,
Absorbed alone or with fellow brethren, abstained from or welcomed,
through song and dance, the mist shall thrive forever,

For the mist lives by virtue of man.

Illustration by Isabel Marchelle Flordeliz
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reference
P
by Sonia B. Sygaco

longings kissed by your words
my heart yearns for you
“ifs” and “possibilities” pile up
they become my dreams of hope

even when words
endlessly circumnavigate
through time
bring forth a sense of madness
a creeping frustration
because I too prefer your arms
to wrap around more than words do

Illustration by Ric Silot
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C

om
ics

Til-as Your Story

by Paul Anthony Cataylo

Breaking
the
Curse

So Dead

by Brad Pete Joshua Jamolod

by Shiegella
Rae
Gealon

Commitments
by Brad Pete Joshua Jamolod

I’ll
Miss It
by Manta Cristina Macabali

Judgment Day
by Alex Villarino
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Creatives

Writers

Editors

Editorial
MAGAZINE
MAGAZINE

M

ichael likes to read, watch
movies, listen to music
and write when god of creation
calls him to. Whatever life
throws at him, he deals them
with grace and calmness. He
longs to be one with nature –
maybe climb mountain peaks
or listen to sea waves - to
replenish and recuperate with
the bustle and burnouts of life.

Board

ichael Diosim C. Endab

M

A

ervey Angelo F. Avenido

H

man of great fortitude
is what he describes
himself. Hervey always believes
that there are always ways to
innovate and solve problems no
matter what adversity may come
in his path, which gave birth
to his unorthodox but creative
ways of solving things his own
way. He also has a knack for
drawing, writing, and even
playing musical instruments
which offer him peace and
happiness in solitude.

“E

A

mbrace yourself fully,
ignore the toxicity and
do what you do best. But don’t
purposefully seek out the
misfortune of others.” That is
his definition of authenticity;
something he constantly strives
for in both his waking life and
creative endeavors.

Managing Editor

firm believer that the world
is so much better with
dogs, books, animes, foods,
stars and serene sceneries of
nature and people who do little
acts of kindness on their own.
It may not seem like it but she
is a fighter and a conqueror of
this life’s challenges and maybe
she’s not good at anything, but
she is sure that with God, she is
the best.

rad Pete Joshua I. Jamolod

B

M

A

ath and photography
lover. Being a
mathematician taught her to
evaluate things logically and
being a photographer taught
her to look at things in different
perspectives. These two
combined made her appreciate
details and little things around
her, and she believes that is
what she do best in life.

woman of faith is her
utmost legacy. She believes
that the journey would not be
easy but God would never leave
nor forsake her. She always
reminds herself that in whatever
she does, she needs to give her
best as for the Lord and not for
men. Her greatest fear is not
failure but succeeding at things
in life that don’t really matter.

ave Dianne O. Ludoc
Edna Lhou P. Masicampo D
Content Editor

Layout Editor

Photo Editor

Illustrations Editor

hel Jane U. Catacutan

M

Business Manager

“F

AITHFUL
We live in faith
We survive in faith
We are saved by faith
Faith, hope and charity
The greatest of these is charity
But we begin with faith.”

elia E. Acedo

C

Adviser

W

Writers

S

ith satire and jokes does
he roam and interact
with friends and colleagues. He
doesn’t care how bad or good
your day was – he only cares
about the job. He takes his
games seriously just as much as
his family

Jean Aldemer S. Salgados

Feature Writer

Shareen Anjali B. Warad

hareen loves to read novels
in her free time, watches
films, mostly indie, and listens
to underrated songs especially
to OPM bands. Basically, she’s
an indie person. She is also
a very visual person which
reflects on her writings and her
films.With her visuality and love
for novels and films, she does
filmmaking and literary writing
best; these are avenues where
she can easily describe her
emotions and her imaginations.

News Writer

R

obert is passionate about
the things that give new
flavour: writing, modelling,
speaking, socialising, studying
and involving himself in
extra-curricular activities.
He is vulnerable to pain but
happiness is the virtue that offer
him strength — a creative mind
with a happy heart. He may
not be the best at all the things
he does, but he competes and
delivers to bring out the best in
version of himself.

T

his caffeine-fueled geek
took up writing to be
with his old longtime crush.
Nowadays, he is instead driven
by the need to give everyone the
voice they deserve. His interests
include sleeping in class,
complaining about the dorm
WiFi, and listening to people’s
problems.”

Robert Christian B. Aguilar
Feature Writer

Nathan Angelo B. Cruz

S

he is an outgoing person
who loves to travel during
her free time. One of her
strongest traits is her sense
of responsibility. She values
everyone’s time as she values
her. Despite a hectic schedule,
she still finds time to sew or to
edit photos to recreate other
people’s moments in a new light
using adobe photoshop and
lightroom.

S

tories of being interests
her the most. She is an
optimistic human being and
she probably do best with
photography but most of the
time she cram.

News Writer

Shermae P. Dimaya

Layout Artist

F

rancis never get tired
of making the best
possibilities. The guy who
loves to travel anywhere, drink
coffee, make a film and capture
the everyday stories, so deeply
in love to nature and various
cultural practices. In the future,
he will be a TV host and
documentary journalist, and
tourism ambassador, who owns
a cafe restaurant.

S

he’s that reserved girl
who eventually reveals
her bubbly side once you get
to know her. Yet behind that
cheerful charm is a woman
who has a stable head on her
shoulders; and a courageous,
empathic heart. She knows
when to play the hand she’s
dealt.

Francis Ryan B. Pabiania

News Writer

Ivy Marie F.. Salaum

News Writer

Natha Le B. Bureros

Photographer

H

e plays a plethora of
roles and one of them is
being the eyes of the public.
His camera represents his
perspective of the world.
Being a photojournalist, it is
his duty to help point out and
isolate what needs to be given
importance.

M

iguel describes himself
as a spontaneous person.
He takes interest in playing
football, swimming, running,
and hiking, not to mention his
love for dogs. According to
him, what he does best in life is
serving his family.

Adrian S. Limbaga

Photographer

Miguel Agustin P. Flores

Circulation Manager

Silliman
		Spirit
			Continues

S

ILLIMANIANS POSSESS, NURTURE AND

breed Silliman Spirit within us. They share an

atmosphere of closeness, warmth, friendship and concern

for one another – regardless of gender, age bracket, culture,

ideology or geographical location. This year, we want to portray the

S

KATE. On campus,

students can freely skate.
Here, they develop strong and
lasting bonds of friendship
with each other.

Sillimanian life in a random way within the day because you cannot define Silliman Spirit
without knowing how students spend their time in the premises of the campus.

Skate

S

jog or stroll, you’d like
the tree-lined streets of the
campus, extending your jog
off the boulevard into the
school premises.

RIDE

. Riding a bicycle on the campus is fast becoming a trend, with formal

groups of biking enthusiasts formed in the University and the city, and the
University’s parking policy limiting vehicles per area and providing convenient
spaces for bicycle parking.
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PEED. If you like to

Photos by Francis Ryan Pabiania

Speed

photo essay
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H

UB. All throughout the

year, the University hosts
series of events that highlight
music and literature, visual arts,
theater and dance in its very
own Luce Auditorium which
stages both local and worldclass performance.

B

REAK. Students walk

towards their comfort
places after a long day full of
learning and fun – but their
knowledge doesn’t end there.

Break

Hub

F

OOD. Aside from the

C

main University Cafeteria,
food are also available at some
areas in the campus just like the
Bossing’s tempura which never
gets old to the locals, visitors
and Sillimanians when it comes
to their levels 1 to 5 sauces as
well as Bossing’s warm greetings
to his customers.
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ROSS. Silliman holds

thousands of students
that walk on the roads of the
university before heading into
different directions to share what
it’s like to be a Sillimanian, in the
country and in the world.

Food

Cross

photo essay
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